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and Asphalt Mixture Performance
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Abstract: Some polymers modified asphalts (PMAs) have good mechanical and engineering properties

at high temperature but at low temperature PMAs lose their flexibility and becomes stiff and brittle. That
will cause fatigue and thermal cracking. Unlike rubbers modified asphalt (RMAs) are softer and more

flexible at low temperature. In this respect the effect of polypropylene (PP) either alone or combined with
styrene butadiene styrene (SBS) on asphalt binder and asphalt mixture performance was investigated. Eight

modified asphalt binders using 3%, 4%, 5%, 6% and 7% PP (by asphalt weight) either alone or combined
with a constant percent (2% by asphalt weight) of SBS were prepared. Conventional properties of the

prepared modified asphlat [Penetration at 4°C and 25°C, softening point, absolute and dynamic viscosities]
were examined. Marshall Test method was applied on all modified and un-modified asphlat aggregate

mixtures.  While  6%  only  of  each  modifier type was considered for Wheel Tracking Test (WTT).
Test results showed that, the inclusion of any modifier type into the base asphlat significantly improved

its examined proparties and so the asphlat mixture performance depending on the polymer type and its
content. The individual use of polypropylene inversely affects the binder flexibility and stability at low

and high service temperatures. However, mixing styrene butadiene-styrene with polypropylene significantly
reduced the brittleness of the base asphalt at cold temperature and enhanced the flexibility of the asphalt

mixture at high temperature. The inclusion of 6% polypropylene combined with 2% styrene butadiene
styrene to the base asphlat ultimayely increase the rutting resistance of the asphlat mixture at high service

temperature to-88.3%.

Key words: Styrene-butadiene-styrene, polypropylene, modified asphalt, asphalt aggregate mixture, stiff
and flexibility.

INTRODUCTION

The mechanical properties of asphalt mixtures used

in highways construction depend to large extent on the
type and quantity of the used asphalt . Any asphalt[1]

pavement by time can exhibit various distresses that
will eventually lead to the pavement failure .[2]

Pavement with polymer modification exhibits greatre
resistance to rutting, thermal cracking and fatigue

damage resistance, less temperature susceptibility, skid
resistance and ect... . Processes of asphalt[3 ,5 ]

modification involving natural and synthetic polymers
were patented as early as 1893 . Polymers used for[2]

asphlat modification can be grouped into two major
polymer families:

Plastomers: Such as polypropylene (PP) polyethylene

(PE) polyvinyl- chloride (PVC) est.. Which are added
to base asphlat to improve its stability and reduce

deformation under load at high service temperatures .[2 ,3]

Elastomers: Such as styrene-butadiene styrene (SBS)
styrene isoprene (SIP) polybutadiene (PB) est.. which

are able to confer high cohesion and good elastic

proparties fo r  the  modified binder a t low
temperatures .[6 ,7]

Most of researches on modification of asphalt have
been concentrated on evaluating either the role of

plastomer or elastomer modified asphalt. However, few
studies have been done to study the combined effect of

both polymers on the binder proparties and asphalt
aggregate mix performance.

Polymers  modified  asphalt  have  good
rheological  and  mechanical properties at first but,

after  aging  or  at  low  service  temperature  PMAs
becomes  stiff  and  brittle  that will eventually[8]

leading to fatigue and thermal cracking. Which are
conceder  of  the  more  important factors for

pavement failure. 
For this study the author expected that, stiffness

and flexibility of PMAs can be improved by
incorporating little amounts of rubber to PMAs.

The main objective of this work was therefore set
to study the effect of PP either alone or combined with

SBS on the asphalt proparties and asphalt mixture
performance.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials:

C Local asphalt of penetration grade 60/70 produced

by Suez Petroleum Co. Suez. Egypt. Its physical
proparties and chemical constituants were

determined according to standard methods Table 1.
C Polypropylene (PP): Produced as a byproduct at

10  Ramadan city. Egypt.th

C Styrene  butadiene-styrene (SBS) Produced by

Shell Chemical Co. [Kraton D-1101 is a linear
SBS polymer (powdered) containing 31% styrene.

The viscosity of 25% by weight of toluene solution
of the polymer was 4 Pa.s.

C Coars and fine aggregates are crushed dolomite
from Suez quarry- Egypt.

C Sand :Siliceous and artificial sand were used..
C Mineral filler: Limestone dust of bulk specific

gravity 2.713g/cm  was used. 3

Characteristics gradation and of the used aggregate
are illustrated in Tables 2&3.

Methods: The experimental programe was conducted

in two phases: 

C Preparation and evaluation of modified asphalt
binders.

C Preparation and evaluation of modified asphalt
mixtures.

Preparation of Modified Asphalt Binders: The

required amount of the base asphalt was heated to
140°C and stirred for about 5 minutes. The temperature

was raised to 180°C, then the calculated dosge of PP
(3%, 4%, 5%, 6%, and 7% by weight of asphalt) was

added gradually to the base asphalt at high speed
stirring. Stirring was continued for 2 hrs. The mixer

speed was maintained at 125 rpm throughout the
mixing process. But in the case of PP/2% SBS asphalt

blends preparation, the same procedures were carried
out at the same temperature but after the end of the

addition of PP a constant percent of SBS (2%) was
added to each blend.

All prepared modified blends were divided into
small containers. The blends were cooled to room

temperature, covered with aluminium foil and stored
for further testing.

Binder Tests: To study the effect of the polymer type

and its content on the base asphalt, pentration test at
4°C and 25°C, softening point, dynamic viscosity at

135°C and absolute viscosity at 60°C were examined
according to, ASTM D5, ASTM D35, ASTM D 2196

and ASTM D2171, respectively.

Preparation and Evaluation of Modified Asphalt

Mixtures:  Modified and un-modified asphalt aggregate
mixture were prepared and examined according to,

Marshall and Wheel Tracking Test (WTT) procedures
as follow: 

Preparation of Asphalt Mixes Using Marshall

Procedure: Marshall mix design according to ASTM
D1559 was carried out at all modified and unmodified

binders. Five levels of asphalt content (4.5%, 5%,
5.5%, 6% & 6.5%) were used for each mix. All mixes

were carried out at the same aggregate graduation and
the  specimens  were  prepared  with 75 blows on

each face and were curred for 30 minutes at 60°C.
Then tested to their stability and flow while, optimum

bitume content (OBC) air voids%, mineral voids% and
density are calculated. The result of each value is the

average of two replicates.

Wheel Tracking Test (WTT): This test was carried
out only at 6% of each modified mix and control mix

at the optimum bitumen cotent for each mix. Rut depth
was determined using the Wheel-Track Test. The WTT

is used to measure the resistance of bituminous
mixtures to plastic deformation. Pavement rutting

usually implies a measure of pavement strength. It can
be  used  to  compare  stability  of different mixes.

The Wheel-Track Test is a simulative rutting,
developed by the British Transportation Road Research

Laboratory (TRRL) . The WTT consists of a loaded[8]

wheel and a table on which the specimen is rigidly

restrained at its four sides. The table moves at a rate
of 42 passes per minute. The solid rubber-tired wheel

indents a straight track in the specimen. The track
depth at the mid point of its length is recorded at

regular 5-min intervals up to 60 minutes. In this study
the compaction for the mixing was conducted by

applying hydro-static load at stress level equal 8.7
kg/cm  and a curing period of 3 days. The WTT is2

carried out at a temperature of 60°C.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effect of the M odifiers on the Base Asphalt: Figure
1. shows that, with increasing PP content, the softening

point of the pure PP modified asphalt increases, more
than that of the base asphalt. The maximum increase

was observed with 6% and 7% PP (have the same
value 65°C). When 2% SBS was introduced to PP

modified asphalt, the PP/2% SBS modified asphalt
show slight higher softening point comparing to PP

modified asphalt having the same PP content. Which
implies that, the high temperature properties were

improved. This may be due to hardning effect of PP
and the network structure formed by SBS in the asphalt

blend  The maximum increase was obtained with 6%. 
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Table 1: Physical properties and chemical constituents of asphalt cement 60/70.

Properties Values Standard methods

                                                                   Physical properties:

- Penetration at 25 C 100 g, 5 seconds, 0.1 mm 60 ASTM  D 5°

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Dynamic viscosity at 135 C,m pa.s 346 ASTM  D 2196°

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Absolute viscosity at 60 C, poise. 1968 ASTM  D 2179°

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Flash point, C (Cleveland open cup). 250 ASTM D°

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Ductility at 25 C, 5 cm/min, cm. +150 ASTM  D 113°

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Softening point C (Ring & Ball). 50 ASTM  D 36°

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Solubility in trichloroethylene, %. 99.9 ASTM  D 2042

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Specific gravity at 25 C 1.018 ASTM  D 700

                                                             Chemical constituents, wt %:

- (Oils  + Wax) % 31.0 ASTM  D 412

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Wax % 4.7

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Resins %. 46.2

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Asphaltens %. 22.8

Fig: 1: Effect of modifier type and its content on softening point.

Fig. 2: Effect of modifier type and its content on penetration value at 25 C and4 C.o o
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Table 2: Characteristics of the used aggregates.

Crushed dolomite

--------------------------

Size2 Size1 Artificial sand Dust Limestone

Type --------------------------- ---------------- ------------------- Standard specification limits

Pass (wt) % Pass% Pass%    Pass%     Pass%

Sieve size 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1001 //

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

¾  88//

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

18½ 100//

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3/8  5 85//

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

No.4 0.2 31 100

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

No.8 21 97

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

No.16 20 84

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

No.30 5 67 100*

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

No.50 2.1 42 100 -

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

No.100 1.3 19.7 88 M ore than 85*

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

No.200 1.1 16 76 M ore than 65*

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Abrasion Resistance (loss %wt)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-After100 revolutions 8 7.9 Less than 10**

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-After500 revolutions 27 29 Less than 40**

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- bulk specific gravity 2.56 2.34

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2.597- bulk specific gravity (SSD basis) 2.577***

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Apparent specific gravity 2.642 2.636

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Absorption (wt%) 1.02 1.10 Less than 5**

*    Standard specification limits of limestone m ineral filler.

**   Standard specification limits of M ineral aggregate. 

*** Saturated surface dry basis.

Table 3: Gradiation of the applied mixture.

Sieve size Design Gradation Specification Limits (4-C)

1001 100//

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3/4 96 80-100//

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1/2 79.3 68-88//

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3/8 69.8 60-80//

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

No. 4 49.8 48-65

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

No.8 46 35-50

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

No. 16 29.3 19-30

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

No 30. 17.6 13-23

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

No50. 9.6 7-15

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

No.100 6 3-8
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Table 4: Effect of modifiers and m odifier percentages on M arshall Test results.

M odifier type % Bitum en content % Density Kg/cm Stability N Flow mm Air voids % M in. voids%3

Control 5.3 2.367 10390 2.90 3.7 15.30

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3%PP 5.50 2.355 11640 2.70 3.9 15.60

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4%PP 5.50 2.354 11930 2.68 3.9 15.60

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5%PP 5.50 2.352 12550 2.60 3.9 15.62

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

6%PP 5.55 2.350 14160 2.55 4.0 15.69

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

7%PP 5.55 2.350 14160 2.51 4.0 15.70

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3%PP+2%SBS 5.60 2.350 11610 3.46 4.0 15.73

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4%PP+2%SBS 5.60 2.348 11900 3.44 4.0 15.73

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5%PP+2%SBS 5.65 2.346 12470 3.31 4.0 15.75

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

6%PP+2%SBS 5.75 2.340 13998 3.24 4.1 15.83

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

7%PP+2%SBS 5.75 2.300 14000 3.10 4.2 15.91

Fig. 3: Effect of modifier type and its content on dynamic viscosity.

and 7% PP/2% SBS (65°C). The increase in softening

point ranged between 14% to 30% and 24% to 32%

for PP and PP/2% SBS modification compared to the

base asphalt respectively.

All applied modifiers decreased the penetration

value compared to the base asphalt at 25 °C Fig. 2.

We can seen also that, the inclusion of 2% SBS to PP

modified asphalt has no effect on the penetration value

at 25°C at high PP contents. The percent of decrease

ranged between 16.7% to 26.7% and 13.3% to 26.7%

for  PP  and PP/2% SBS modification respectively.

This result was inverted at low temperature (4°C), with

increasing PP content, the penetration value shows no

evident  change  comparing  to  the  base  asphalt.

This means that, PP content has non effect on the

hardning proparty of the base asphalt at low

temperature . While in the case of PP/2%SBS the[10]

penetration value was higher than the bas asphlat or

those modified with PP alone it is also noteced that the

maximum increase percent in pentration value was

optained with the lowest PP content (3% PP/2% SBS).

This means that less brittleness, more flexibility and

more crack resistance was obtained with PP/2%SBS

modification. The percent of increase ranged between

35% to 30% at 3%PP/2%SBS and 6%PP/2%SBS

respectively comparing to the base asphalt. This is

because the flexibility effect of SBS at low temperature

comparing to PP .[11]

Figs 3&4. show that all modified asphalt have

higher dynamic and absolute  viscosities at 135°C and

60°C respectively than the base asphalt. The increase

percent ranged between 130% to 700.5% and 1406.6%

to 1584% respectively. This is because when PP is

mixed with the base asphalt at 175°C to 180°C the PP

molten and disprsed between the asphalt particles and

increased the viscosity . When 2%SBS was added to12

PP modified asphalt more increase in both viscosities

was  obtained  due  to  the  formation  of a network
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Table 5: Rutting depth for modified and unmodified asphalt mixes.

Rutting depth mm

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Control mix 6%PP 6%PP/2%SBS

Tim (m in.) No. of wheel passes, n -------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- --------------------------------------

R.D* (10  in.) R.D (mm) R.D* (10  in.) R.D (mm) R.D* (10  in.) R.D (m m )-4 -4 -4

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5 210 50 0.127 1.6 0.004 2 0.005

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10 420 90 0.216 2.6 0.007 3.1 0.008

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15 630 117 0.33 6.7 0.017 7.5 0.019

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

20 840 150 0.393 13 0.033 13.4 0.034

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

25 1050 200 0.482 14.2 0.036 14.6 0.037

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

30 1260 244 0.61 17.7 0.045 18.5 0.047

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

35 1470 274 0.711 23.2 0.059 26.6 0.060

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

40 1680 299 0.775 29.1 0.074 29.9 0.076

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

45 1890 316 0.813 36.2 0.092 37 0.094

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

50 2100 339 0.863 51.6 0.131 53.2 0.133

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

55 2310 359 0.876 54.7 0.139 55.9 0.142

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

60 2520 374 0.889 58.7 0.149 61 0.155

*Rutting depth.

Fig. 4a: Effect of modifier and its content on absolute viscosity.

between  the base asphalt and the rubber particles .[10 ,13]

This may lead to more resistance to rutting at high
service temperature. 

Effect of Modified Binders on Asphalt Mixture

Performance:
Marshall Test Results:

From Table 4. we can be seen the following: 

C The modified asphalt binder mixtures have slightly
higher obtimum binder content as compared to the

control mixture and increased with increasing the

modifier content. This may be due to the increase
in the viscosity of the modified asphalt binders .6

Which lead to the formation of a thicker binder
film in asphlat mixture. Whish lead to longer

service life and more flexible pavement .[14]

C Marshall stability of the modified asphalt binder

mixes is higher than the control mix and it was
increased  with  increasing the polemer content.

We can see also that, the difference in the stability
between  PP  modified asphalt binder mixes and
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Fig. 4b: Effect of  base asphalt  and 6% of each modifier type on rutting depth.

those modified with PP/2%SBS is not significant
at the same PP content. The percent of increase

for PP ranged between 12% to 36.3% while it was
11.8% to 34.7% for pp/2% SBS comparing to the

control mix. It was found also that the difference
between 6% and 7% is not significant for the two

modifiers.
C Results of flow proved that asphalt mixtures,

modified with PP have lower flow value
comparing to the base asphalt mix. The reduction

ranged between 6.9% and 13.1%. While it was
increased from 13% to 19.3% when 2% SBS is

added to the PP modified asphalt mixes. This is
due to the flexibility effect of SBS comparing to

PP polymer. This result is aggree with that
obtained by penetration test at 4°C.

C Air voids % and mineral air void percentages of
the modified asphalt binder mixes were slightly

higher than the control mix. This may be due to
the fact that, modified asphalt mixes cool quickly

and become stiffer and more difficult to compact
than the conventiona mix . It is also noteced that[15]

mixes modified with PP only have less air voids
than those modified with PP combined, with 2%

SBS. This may be due to the higher viscosity of
the asphalt binder modified with PP/2% SBS

comparing to PP modification. The increase
percentages in air voids and mineral air voids  for

PP modification ranged between 5.4% to 8.1% and
1.9% to 2.6% respectively while they were 8.1%

to 13.5% and 2.8% to 14% for PP/2% SBS
respectively comparing to the control mix.

C A non-effective decrease in density is noteced with

all modified mixes due to the slight increase in the
air void percentages.

C It is important to record that, the increase in flow
value, air void % and mineral air voids % and the

decrease in density of the modified mixes is still
in the speification ranges and have no-effect on

the stability values of tthe modified mixes.

Physical proparties of the modified asphalt and
Marshall Test results showed that 6% PP content either

alone or combined with 2% SBS is the best
polypropylene content. So Wheel Tracking Test is

carried out on mixtures modified with 6% only of each
modifier type and the control mixture to determine the

ability of these mixtures to resist plastic deformation.

Wheel Tracking Results: Table 5. and Fig. 5. show
that, rutting depth of the modified mixes was reduced

after 45 minutes. The percent of reduction for 6% PP
was 88.5% while it was 88.3% for 6% PP/2% SBS

comparing to the control mix. This may be attributed
to the higher softening point of the modified asphalt

binder and the higher stability of the modified asphalt
mixes comparing to the control treatment. It is

important to record that, there is no significant change
in rutting depth between mixture modified with 6%PP

alone and that modified with 6% PP/2% SBS.

Conclusions: 

C The inclusion of PP either alone or combined with
SBS into base asphalt (AC 60/70) and asphalt

aggregate  mixes  significantly  improved all the
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examined proparties. The modifier type and its
content play an important role in the achieved
improvement. 

C Test results proved that, the best improvements
were obtained with 6% PP and 7% PP either alone
or combined with 2% SBS.

C The deference between 6% and 7% for each
modifier type is not significant.

C From test results and comparing with control
treatment the following conclusions were obtained
when 6% PP either alone or combined with 2%
SBS was applied:

C The maximum softening point percentages 32%
and 30% were achieved with 6% PP/2% SBS and
6% PP respectively (a prime factor in resistance to
rutting.).

C The stiffness of the base asphalt was reduced by
35% when 6%PP/2%SBS was applied. While it
was increased to 5% when 6%PP was used (a
prime factor for resistant to thermal cracking at
low temperature).

C Asphalt mixture modified with 6%PP2%SBS
showed higher asphalt content in the mix than that
modified with 6%PP alone. , leading to more
resistant to aging, fatigue and thermal cracking .8

C Stability of the asphalt mixture modified with
6%PP either alone or combined with 2%SBS are
nearly the same. This means that, the inclusion of
2%SBS to the asphalt mixture that was modified
with 6%PP has no harmful effect on the asphalt
mixture stability at high service temperatures (60
C).0

C Asphalt modified with 6% PP/2% SBS shows
higher percent in both dynamic and absolute
viscosities. (An effective property in resistance to
rutting).

C The individual use of 6% PP reduced the flow
percent to 12% of the bas asphalt mixture
however; mixing 2% SBS with 6% PP increased
the flow percent to 11.1% of the bas asphalt
mixture. Flow value may be an indication of
mixture flexibility (an important property to resist
fatigue and thermal crackin).

C Air voids %, mineral air void%, stability, and
density of 6% PP modified asphalt mixture is
nearly similar to 6% PP/2% SBS.

C Rutting depth of the modified asphalt mixtures
decreased by 88.5% and 88.3% for 6% PP and 6%
PP/2% SBS respectively (rutting depth is an
indecation for longer survice life).

    In general we can concluded that, The combined
effect of 6% PP and 2% SBS on asphalt binder
properties and asphalt mixtures performance is more
effective than 6% PP alone because it produced less
brittleness asphalt binder at low temperature to resist
thermal cracking and more stable and flexible asphalt

mixture at high service temperature to resist fatigue
cracking. 
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